
APPROVED May 24 2010
CITY OF ALBANY

PLANNING COMNIISSION

City Hall Council Chambers 333 Broadalbin Street
Monday November 16 2009

515pm

MINUTES

Planning Commissioners present Paul Davis David Faller Lolly Gibbs Cordell Post Dala Rouse
Michael Styler and Larry Tomlin

Planning Commissioners absent Wayne Rackham and Scott Whitney

Staff present Community Development Director Grey Byrne Planning
Manager Don Donovan Administrative Assistant I Sheena
Dickerman Civil Engineer III Jeni Richardson and

Transportation System Analyst Ron Irish

Others present

CALL TO ORDER

Chair Faller called the meeting to order at 515 pm

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE TO THE FLAG

ROLL CALL

APPROVAL OF THE June 29 2009 minutes Commissioner Gibbs asked for a correction to be made on
page 3 the 2nd line to remove an extra a Gibbs moved to approve the minutes as amended
Commissioner Rouse seconded it The motion passed unanimously

LEGISLATIVE PUBLIC HEARING Transportation System Plan TSP CP0209 Amendments
to the Comprehensive Plan

Chair Faller opened the public hearing at 5 l 7pm

Staff Report
Planning Manager Don Donovan summarized the written staff report He said that staff has been working
on the proposed amendments to the Transportation System Plan TSP since 2006 The current version of
the TSP that is used by the City was adopted in 1997 The Engineering staff has held approximately 50
meetings of various types since starting the update to the plan Staff have met with the Chamber City
Council CC and had a joint meeting in August with the Planning Commission PC and CC The
purpose of the meeting in August was to run through the draft version of TSP with the PC so that the
public hearing would not be the first time the PC would have seen the updates to the TSP

Since August there have been a couple of changes that have come from the Oregon Department of
Transportation ODOT the Department of Land Conservation and Development DLCD and citizens
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Engineering staff has summarized the changes in attachment 1 of the agenda packet and the actual text
changes are found in attachment 2 The updated version dated October 2009 is on the Citys website
There are a couple of text amendments to Chapter 5 of the Comprehensive Plan Comp Plan that talk
about Transportation as the TSP is updated other information in the Comp Plan is updated as well State
law requires that the TSP be adopted by the CC This is the first of the public hearings on the TSP

Donovan went through the review criteria and how the adoption of the TSP meets the review criteria The
review criteria requires that the proposed changes are consistent with the Comp Plan goals and policies
with statewide planning goals and that the changes are necessary to address conditions in the city that
have changed or laws that have changed Engineering staff Jeni Richardson and Ron Irish have been
working with the consultant from Kittleson and Associates on the update He noted that engineering staff
had included additional sheets that were in their PC folders Exhibit A 7 project sheets and Attachment
B TSP maps

Civil Engineer III Jeni Richardson explained that the updated TSP was developed to accommodate the
travel demand of the Albany community until the year 2030 The population was projected at a growth of
14 percent and that jobs would increase by 13 percent Public Works PW received information from
the Community Development department how the growth would most likely be distributed within the
Urban Growth Boundary UGB and the immediate surroundings The majority of the plan is based on
what is in the existing Comp Plan

The TSP includes improvements to encompass all avenues of transportation There are over 30 bike and
sidewalk projects Also included are several other bike and sidewalk projects that are associated with road
upgrades or new roads There are a dozen multiuse trail projects that would double the off road
transportation system The TSP will include 3 new roundabouts 9 new signals and several other
intersection improvements that involve turn lanes and signal modifications There are dozens of street
projects including new roads upgrades to existing roads extensions and realignments There are several
studies including those along the Highway 20 corridor and the I5 interchange areas These projects are
all found on the TSP maps in Exhibit B Figure 71 and Figure 75 and in the TSP Chapter 7 One map
shows the roadway intersection type projects Figure 71 and the other map shows the bike and
pedestrian projects Figure 75 In Appendix E of the TSP there is a single page for each one of the
projects it includes that includes a description location cost and approximate timeframe of when the
projects might be needed One thing the TSP does not identify is how a project will be funded A financial
plan will be worked on following the TSP adoption

Richardson continued saying that this version of the TSP did not include a bridge across the Willamette
River As a result of the bridge not being included some of the ODOT intersections do not meet the
ODOT mobility standard Staff is corresponding with ODOT to work through the situation Upon
adoption of the TSP ODOT will present to the Oregon Transportation Commission OTC on the behalf
of the City of Albany to request alternate mobility standards for the affected intersections Included in the
TSP is a Highway 20 corridor study from Corvallis to I5 as a high priority project in which a revisit will
take place for a possible need for a new bridge

Richardson noted that another public hearing is scheduled before the CC on December 9 2009

Richardson commented that the TSP has been made available on the Citys website the public library the
Chamber and the Senior Center The changes in the agenda packet were a result of feedback staff
received from the PC CC ODOT DLCD and the Community More than 50 percent of the changes are
editorial and a few included a new project
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Transportation System Analyst Ron Irish went through the changes found on the project sheets Exhibit
A On Project L21 improvements to Knox Butte Road he stated that staff added a comment to that
project that when the road was widened staff would look at providing an alternate access to the RV Park
The comment came from neighborhood discussions One concern was the egress out of the park Staff
thought Expo Parkway was the best place to put the northsouth collector road if the RV Park could gain
access to its easterly boundary to the signal at Timber Street which would provide the slower moving
vehicles an access to get onto Knox Butte Road

Another change was to Project M4 a trail project which included a multiuse path connection that would
link the dead end of Oak Street with the west end of Bowman Park This particular project was not
popular with the residents it had severe constraints in terms of grade and Parks and Recreation PR
did not want to make a connection Based on all of those interactions staff dropped the plan

Rouse asked if the direction was the west end of Bowman Park to Main Street Irish replied that the path
would meet the river front and Front Street The first intersection on Front Street is Oak Street Oak goes
one block to the north and dead ends at the Willamette River The thought was to run a path from the end
of Oak Street along the bank of the river and link it to Bowman Park The path would run along the backs
of some homes The grade from Oak Street down towards the river is very steep It would be difficult to
build and was very unpopular with the residents

Rouse asked if staff was planning to take the path up at Harrison Street Irish explained that the
connection between the Dave Clark path and Bowman Park would remain the same

Irish continued to project S2 the Highway 20 corridor study the original description did not clarify that
staff intended the analysis to go to 15the information is now included

For project I24 an intersection project at Pacific Boulevard and Waverly Drive staff added a south
bound rightturn lane The turn lane was not originally in the plan as it would require the removal of a
building Staff added the rightturn lane to the project with a disclaimer that staff would look at the
project in the event of redevelopment of the parcel if the parcel does not develop they will not develop
the turn lane The two Waverly intersections one at Pacific Boulevard and one at Highway 20 are among
the most congested intersections in Albany The more capacity improvements that can be made the better
but it is dependent on if the parcels redevelop

Project 126 Highway 20 and Waverly added a northbound turn lane and it is a project that would be
developed if the adjoining parcel is redeveloped

Project 1 28 the intersection of Pacific Boulevard and 34th Avenue used to have two project sheets I 14
and 128 Project 1 14 called for a northbound right turn pocket and I28 called for a second westbound
turn lane Staff has taken both projects and made them both 114 Project 128 is now a second southbound
leftturn lane from the Highway onto 34th Avenue

The last change was to project 140 Pacific Boulevard and 53rd Street intersection the change is to add a
southbound leftturn lane to provide duel left lanes It is a brand new project

Styler asked if on 34th Avenue if there would be a need for a second turn lane added for turning from 34
onto Highway 99 Irish confirmed He said it was one of the projects that is on I14

Rouse pointed out that in Appendix A page 48 of the agenda packet it says that bikeways shall be
required along arterials and major collectors in the text of the transportation plan it shows that the City
would put bike lanes in minor collector streets and not putting bike lanes in some major collector streets



She commented that with the wording shall be it does not leave the impression that it can be varied
from that It sounds like it is required but we are not doing it in our transportation plan She pointed out
that one of the major collector streets that it is not being required is Quarry Road She explained that once
curb gutter and sidewalks are included there would be no room for a bike lane She mentioned that on
Santa Maria it was being required and Santa Maria is a minor collector street

Irish explained that the bike ways is a more general term then bike lanes Bike lanes refer to specific
improvement where the city puts the stripes on the street Generally on minor collectors maybe a few
major where the speed limit is low and the volumes are less than 3000 ADT designated those as shared
streets and not designated bike lanes This is true on existing neighborhoods where there are no bike lanes
now and the street is too narrow to strip bike lanes without parking removal The guidelines in the Oregon
State plan for installation of bike lanes talk about the threshold being related to speed an volume In the
plans in the lower volume collector roads have designated them as shared use roads and not called for the
installation of bike lanes The direction from City Council was to avoid parking removal where ever
possible

Rouse stated that Quarry Road was on page 107 and the text says to add sidewalk curb and gutter from
North Albany Road to Springhill Drive it does not say anything about bike path or lanes but says that it is
a major collector Irish said that project sheet L50 shows that it includes curb gutter and bike lanes The
typical section and cost estimate for Quarry Road references bike lanes The detailed description is on the
project sheet Rouse clarified that what Irish was saying was the information may not say in one part but
the bigger picture would be on the project sheets She asked if it could be consistant if it was going to be
in the big picture to be included in the little picture

Irish explained that the City has a legal obligation to include bike facilities on all arterials and collectors
Staff could clarify where in some cases they could provide bike facilities on the lower volume without a
bike lane

Rouse asked Irish what it meant on page 107 where it says local governments Irish explained that the
language comes out of the Oregon Revised Statutes ORS standards The intent is that inter connected
streets that reduce out of direction travel Rouse asked if the City had to use ORS wording Irish explained
that what Rouse was referring to Table 2 is a list of the regulatory standard It is a list of what is exactly
in OAR

Public Testimony

Bob Scheler 215 Expo Parkway said he was at the meeting on behalf of the East 15 corridor Knox
Butte Since 1997 a lot has changed The fairground was built in 1997 They tried to do a five year study
but no one went for it It cost the tax payers 17000 for a 15 year study to build the fairgrounds A 15
year study means nothing today What is happening on Knox Butte Road as far as East I5 development
The missed opportunities that were not there in 1997 The issue for him or anyone on Century Drive or
Knox Butte Road has to do with there only being one light on Timber Street The amount of traffic since
1997 and the fairgrounds has increased A light is for a break in traffic so that someone can get in and out
of their driveway The one on Knox Butte Road is not set to break unless someone comes off of Timber
Street

A point of opportunity now is the property to the north of Timber Street is in foreclosure That would give
the City a northsouth run There is no opportunity off of Knox Butte Road for a northsouth run except
for Clover Ridge Road An opportunity that presents itself now for a northsouth collector street as far as
the City acquiring the rightofway of Timber Street to the North is there are lots available The City has
the YMCA going in with 7 acres The YMCA would be on Timber Street It would take extending the



street at the time of development There is plenty of ground that is not in wetlands The YMCA has a
beautiful opportunity to have a facility that faces a major collector street with a light at Knox Butte They
would have access to the soccer fields and baseball fields Timber Street would cross the bridge Timber
Street to the north wouldntbe difficult to cross Burkhart Street

There is a lot of development that has been going on in the last six months It is one missed opportunity
after another

Scheler moved to the next concern of Bowman park and the trail Bowman park is a dead end The City
owns everything from Periwinkle Creek to Water Street Anyone in the park down by the restroom end
are coming up Periwinkle Creek either has to go all the way out two blocks to get back out of the park to
climb the bank He suggested that the simplest solution would be to follow Periwinkle Creek at the bike
path parallel to Cleveland the north side of Periwinkle Creek a nice grade a full block to Water Street
Another missed opportunity He has a daughter that lives on the corner and many people come through
the blackberries daily Nobody is discussing this opportunity

Scheler stated that the City was putting a catch basin on Front Street and Cleveland Street There has
never been a catch basin there The water runs for two and half blocks down to that corner It was never

brought to the Citys attention until this year

Scheler said that he did not have much to say about the other projects that are in north and south Albany
areas as they do not involve him He stated that as far as the Knox Butte area there have been a lot of
people who have come and spoke up and they are tired of showing up He said that for the long term there
were missed opportunities on the different projects His desire was to point out the opportunities that are
presenting themselves

Tara Gaitaud 270 Walker Lane lives in North Albany Project M5 is a proposed bike path that ideally is
going to be a link between Albany and Corvallis It has been listed as a medium priority She would like it
to be made a higher priority There is a lot of public interest to get a bike path She asks that the City
upgrades the priority of the bike path for several reasons One reason is that it would reduce the
dependence on the car If anyone was going to walk anywhere near that section they would be walking on
Highway 20 There is a lot of traffic on the road There is a narrow turn and it is dangerous There are
over 70 houses that are in between the proposed bike path and Highway 20 that would have an alternative
method of leaving their property other than a vehicle

This would be an opportunity for the people of North Albany Downtown Albany South Albany and
Corvallis to get out on their feet any other way than car She asks that project M5 priority be changed to
short term

Gaitaud stated that her personal concern was safety She has three kids under the age of 6 When her
family goes for a bike ride or a walk they have to get onto Highway 20

In an effort to make awareness there were a couple of articles in the newspapers there were a couple of of
bicycle rides that went from Corvallis onto Front Street in Corvallis In three day notice there were 50
bicyclists The second time with a month notice by word of mouth there were over 150 people

Staff Response

Irish said there were concerns regarding access to Century Drive the City does have some projects trying
to prove that in the TSP calling for a temporary signal at the intersection of Century Drive and Knox



Butte Road Staff is calling it temporary because it will disappear at some point when the interchange is
built by ODOT This could be 15 to 20 years later During the development of the TSP there were
neighborhood meetings for that area They were very concerned about access especially about Century
Drive Staff did a more detailed study more than what is usually done for a TSP and found out that for
todays volume it does meet signal warrant Staff tried to convince ODOT to put in a signal as part of an
interchange project they were doing on Highway 20 where they diverted the off ramp a couple of weeks
to Knox Butte Road Staff was not successful While there is enough traffic to warrant a signal staff has
not collected enough data to convince ODOT that it is the best method of dealing with the situation There
is a project there that City Council is trying to get in If the City decides to pursue the project there would
be an analysis to do to convince ODOT that a signal is the best treatment

In addition to that temporary signal the TSP envisions a signal at Knox Butte Road and Expo Parkway
That signal would provide access into the large commercially zoned parcels that exist on the northeast
quadrant on the interchange now Irish envisions that with the signal going in with Knox Butte Road
widening or with development of the commercial parcel

Irish moved to the comments about the bike path between Albany and Corvallis He commented that there
has been a lot of community interest When Benton County applied for a state grant to look at the
feasibility of the connection the state commented that they had received more positive comments from the
surrounding communities about that project than any previous project in history It demonstrated that
there was a lot of interest Staff is showing it as a medium priority because staff does not know when they
would get funds for construction it is likely going to involve some grant opportunities Once it is a
project in the TSP it will free it up for grants to be applied for to cover the costs The timing of it will be
driven by grant opportunities rather than if it is a short or medium term If a grant comes up and it is
termed medium priority staff will not wait to turn in the grant application

Donovan asked Irish to explain more about the discussions regarding extending Timber Street versus
extending Expo Parkway There has been a lot of discussion about whether to extend Timber Street or
Expo Parkway He felt the PC needed to have more of the background

Irish explained that in the long term staff envisions starts with the interchange at Knox Butte Currently
Century Drive functions as a component of the interchange All of the plans that has been looked at with
regards to redesigning the interchange ODOT has started a process that will look at plans for the
interchange All of the analysis so far has pointed to Century Drive being cut off from Knox Butte Road
at the interchange and pushed over and reconnected to Century Drive somewhere to the east The question
is how far to the east The 1999 TSP as well as the current version envisions Expo Parkway as being the
new connection point

Expo Parkway was chosen for a variety of reasons It adjoins the regional commercial side It would be
direct connection into the regional site It would provide a more direct southbound connection for
residents on Century Drive If Timber Street was used it would require more out of direction travel to get
over If Timber Street became the signalized connection to Knox Butte people desiring to get from Knox
Butte to the regional commercial site would come across I5 go all the way to Timber Street passed the
regional commercial site they would go North on Timber Street and cut back to the West Essentially
they would circle the site to get to there From an efficiency point of view Expo Parkway looked like the
best one

Timber has an advantage as there is already a signal There is a south leg There is a long narrow lot that
is currently in foreclosure and for sale The property is available and there is a single house on it It has
the other problems where if it was made the collector street connection ultimately there would be out of
direction traveling and you would have to get back to Century Drive somehow Staff still thinks that Expo



Parkway is the best collector street option Staff envisions Timber Street either being a driveway
connection that would provide access to the RV park and the apartment complex Another possibility is
that Timber Street and Expo Parkway are both extended north Expo Parkway as the collector street and
Timber Street as the local street If Timber were to extend as a local street it would be done with private
development While the City could buy Timber Street now and extend it it does not look like it would
release the City from doing Expo Parkway also Staff thinks that Expo Parkway makes more sense as a
collector

Donovan made the point that there has been considerable amount of discussion on the topic of Expo
Parkway versus Timber Street

Rouse commented that she disagrees with staff about Expo Parkway she believes that Timber Street
should be extended She travels the area frequently and when people leave the fairgrounds hundreds and
hundreds of people if they wanted to go north they have to jog over to the right or left where if Timber
Street was extended to Dunlap and past Dunlap they could go into their subdivision rather than go one
way or the other She believes that staff is putting too much emphasis on Expo Parkway in regards to the
commercial development The commercial development is one restaurant and motels that could come out
in a driveway a little south from Curtis Road which is closer to Century Drive then Expo Parkway She
has a problem with streets that do not line up and that dead end She noted that all the lines line up until
you get to Knox Butte Road and Timber Street Timber Street on the other side of Timberland Park is
being extended It is a familiar street to people Once Timber Street is extended from Highway 20 to
Spicer Road it becomes a familiar road for that purpose She believes that there should be a way to have
one signal instead of two If there is a need for another signal it should be further down such as Curtis
Road

Irish replied that many disagree with him and the consultants working on the project The commercial
development is not the existing development that he was referring to Although the current development
generates some trips it does not generate trips in terms of where you would place a signal He commented
that what he was referring to was a regional commercial zone property on the north side of Knox Butte
Road The property is about 15 to 20 acres It includes UD nursery and extends from Century Drive to
Opal and north to almost Dunlock That site is large enough to develop with a large commercial draw
It is larger than the SmartCenters site That site will need some improved access and will require a signal
If Timber Street ended up being the primary access it is removed 500 or more feet from the actual area of
the commercial site It would require bypassing the commercial site and sending back to through the
residential properties

Rouse said that the City may want to look and see if they want the property to be Regional Commercial
She remarked that Loweshad looked at the site and due to the runway of the airport they would have had
to have their buildings way back Basically there would be a large parking lot that would not meet the
code The property has some limitations that should be looked at She suggested that the City look at that
area again to determine if it should be Regional Commercial Irish said that the height restriction is 32
feet Lowesdid look at the site many years ago They never officially told staff why they abandoned the
property The building that Lowes is proposing now would fit It would not impinge on the height
restriction His impression is that they liked the visibility being next to I5 but the interchange lacked a
south bound on ramp Leaving the site and heading south was very difficult

Post said another issue was the number of property owners involved Irish said that is the current
dilemma

Rouse stated that she would prefer to see Timber Street extended because there is a subdivision across the
street from there There is major population when there is an event at the Expo She preferred not having



two signals so close to each other She stated that Expo and Timber Street are both too far from I5 for the
benefit that Irish believes it would be

Styler commented that he preferred Timber Street also He said that running Timber Street through would
allow for easy connection to Century Drive which needs improvement There would be an access north
and south

Irish noted that either streets Expo Parkway or Timber Street there would be a jog to connect Either
the jog happens on Knox Butte because the two intersections have been offset or the jog happens
north of Timber Street on a local street system where a person goes Timber Street north and then jog
over to Century Drive through the RV park If at some point trying to link up Century Drive the regional
commercial site with a signal at Timber Street there is a job Every scenario the movements will not be
straight because Century is being disconnected from Knox Butte Road Bottom line is where does the
system line up best and how to provide access to the different parcels and if they want the road to be on a
dividing line between the zoning districts or if they want to mix traffic The system could work with
either connection Based on the meetings with consultant and the neighborhood meetings Expo Parkway
made the most sense Styler commented that the consultant who is deciding what is best for Albany does
not live here Irish replied the consultant and this group was making the recommendation and CC would
make the ultimate decision

Tomlin said he agreed with Rouse and Styler He asked it staff knew what ODOT would allow within
proximity of the regional commercial site Irish replied that the final design for the interchange has not
been set and the City would probably not know for the next two years He said that it was safe to say that
Century Drive is going to be disconnected from Knox Butte Road It will be in ODOTs interest to move
the first signal on Knox Butte Road as far away from the interchange as possible ODOT has expressed in
the past that they would be willing to consider a signal at Expo Parkway but not anything closer He did
not believe that ODOT would object to making Timber Street the connection and not Expo Parkway as it
is farther from the interchange and the impacts of the highway Most of the traffic coming to the regional
commercial site will be coming from I5 direction east bound It will be at least a five lane road There
will be little opportunity to get direct leftturn access for east bound trips into the regional commercial
site It will be about 75 of their trips The farther the signal is pushed to the east then 75 of the trips
will be running past the site and then circling through the RV park or the residential neighborhoods to
return to the site He does not believe it will affect the LOS to have it either it depends on how the City
wants the roads to behave

Tomlin said that the City is designing the road system on a possible emphasis added regional
commercial not the reality of what the City has currently Irish explained that the design is under the
current zoning and comp plan designation The property could develop into one big use or a cluster of
smaller commercial uses The trip generation will be the same either way

Rouse stated that she did not think that the consultant was looking at the volume of traffic that comes out
of Timber Street from the Expo and the fairgrounds and where the traffic has to go when they exit that
area in comparison to worrying about the regional commercial zoned property on the corner and what
will happen with I5 She stated that Timber Street should go straight through She believes that at times
the Expo and fairgrounds generates more traffic than what a regional commercial site would Irish agreed
that special events at the Expo Center will have peak flows that would exceed the commercial site

Rouse brought up the project of the roundabout on Main Street She does not support it because of the
amount of truck traffic that goes through that area to get to First Street The roundabout in North Albany
there is lots of truck tire tracks over the curbs There is a lot of truck traffic on Main Street She

recommended more work to be done on the Main Street project



Rouse stated that on Fourth Street the majority is residences On Third Street it is 50 percent residences
and 50 percent commercial For First and Second Streets there is a lot of various commercial For a
twenty year plan it will only get worse and a roundabout will not work There will be a lot of back and
forth

Irish explained that there is a lot of history going back for First Street Second Street and the couplet
going back to the current 1997 TSP During the development of the 1997 TSP there was a detailed look
switching the couplets of First Street and Second Street There were several alternatives that were looked
at When the City looked at changing the couplet orientation from Main Street to Ellsworth Street the
outcry from the neighbors or residents of the blocks that was currently on the couplet was high The City
Council at that time decided to abandon that option Staff then looked at trying to deal with the Main
Street issue and align the couplet in the vicinity of Main Street and to utlize Sherman and Main Street to
create a north south bypass to help eliminate some of the turn movement conflicts That also ran into the
same problem with the residents In the 1997 plan what ended up happening was a traffic signal going in
at the intersection of Main Street and Salem Street and widening Main Street to accommodate turn lanes
The widening of Main Street took out half of the 711 parking lot the Whitakersbuilding the apartment
complexes on the southeast corner of the intersection of Salem The buildings were all up close to widen
the road to alleviate congestion eliminated the buildings This is what was adopted The fix was worse
than the problem so it was never done

With the current plan staff took it to the neighborhood everyone within three or four blocks of the
corridor and showed them the two options for the connection Staff showed them the 1997 version that
showed the road widening and the plan with the roundabout None of public voted for signal and the
widening He continued saying that although the roundabout does not fix the problem at first it is large
enough to accommodate B57 trucks which are bigger trucks than what can go into North Albany He
explained that the tire tracks on concrete apron of the North Albany roundabout are supposed to be there
That is where the trucks are supposed to over track There was one vehicle that knocked out a junk of
curb on the north side It was either an oversized vehicle or it was a It cost the City a few hundred dollars
to fix it

One advantage of the design of the roundabout versus the signal design is that it does not affect the local
businesses It will impact one building which the City will have to buy which is the metal building
immediately south of711 That building would have had to have gone under the signal plan as well

Rouse said that the majority of those that go to the 711 go north and turn left in the parking lot Irish
explained that the 711 is still provided access with the roundabout Rouse said the majority of the people
are going south on Main Street and turning left into the 711 Irish stated that there was no perfect
solution for that location The two options are to put in a signal and wipeout half of the parking lot or put
in a roundabout

Tomlin asked if the City was premature with the proposed plan for Main Street because of the possibility
of a bridge going across Irish explained that if emphasis added the City gets a bridge there is a study of
the corridor currently going on it is 30 to 40 years out There is a significant amount of traffic the City
will be dealing with during the interim

Rouse explained that another plan for this area project was that First Street would become a two way
street and Second and Third Streets would become one ways Irish said that there were a variety of
couplet options that were looked at Post asked if the City had any control over the height of the bridge
Irish explained that the height of the track is essentially fixed The only flexibility is the elevation of First
Street Irish explained that in the 1979s the City was awarded a grant to drop the grade of First Avenue
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One of the adjoining property owners objected because it would make his driveway steeper The City
gave the grant back

Rouse explained that particular study aligned Salem Avenue with Second Street and took out the building
on the corner

Styler said that the City is going to redo Oak Street and not all the traffic is going to use Oak Street they
will use 9 Street He mentioned that the intersection with the highest accident rate is at Geary and Hill
streets on Queen Street The other problem is Oak Street is not perpendicular to Queen Street and will not
be able to see people coming down the hill into the truck traffic It is bad for residential traffic He did not
recall anything being discussed besides the stop sign at the end Irish replied that it does not call for a
signal there There has been some talk about separating the south bound lanes to have separate left hand
turn lanes The problems that would occur would be a delay for the south bound turn The second problem
would making a right turn would be more than a 90 degree turn Oak Street to a persons left could see all
the way to Geary Street

Styler said coming off the hill it is difficult to see

Irish said that there are three basic options for that intersection One is to try and realign the intersection
to get better sight distance The question to ask would be how much sight distance the PC would want If
it is realigned to get better sight distance it would be pushed west it would be pushed to the developed
property Some minor realignment could happen within the existing right of way but it would be a
tweak instead of a major improvement

Second possibility while the volumes do not warrant it it may be worthwhile to put a traffic signal in It
would cost for a signal and it would come at a cost some reduction and efficiency on Queen Street Irish
explained that if a signal is put on a busy road it does not help the busy road it helps the side street The
busy road will suffer some capacity decrease If it was signalized then Queen Street would have the
capacity decrease It might be difficult to get the signals coordinate well enough so that the new signal
would not have a huge impact on the efficiency of the existing signal

Irish gave an example of a signal at the Heritage Mall a signal was put in at the main driveway off of 14
Street it did not line up with the Citys street it lined up with driveways into Heritage Mall Four or five
years ago the City put in a signal at Clay and 14 Street The City was worried about the coordination of
the two signals The City found out that there was no way to coordinate the signals to avoid a mess
Eventually the City disconnected the signals and let them each operate independently of each other They
are optimized for themselves rather than tandem The City has not seen drastic problems there The City
may or may not see problems if it was at Queen Street and Oak Street

Styler commented that he was not only looking at Lowesbut the other vacant lot

Irish explained that if the PC does not choose to make a specific recommendation about the intersection
design is that it will be tweaked within the existing right of way

CHAIR closed the public hearing at 645 pm

Commission Action

Faller stated that the meeting on the November 20 2010 was full He would like to conclude this hearing
tonight The PC could move to make changes and then it would go to CC for their approval
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Rouse moved to recommend to the City Council an amendment to the plan that the City make Timber
Street go through to the north instead of Expo Parkway Tomlin seconded it

Gibbs expressed concern about putting Timber Street down without more discussion and research being
done Faller explained that it has been discussed for months and the PC can make there recommendation
and let CC decide what they would want to do

The motion passed unanimously

Rouse moved that the PC recommend that the CC approve the amendments including the amendment of
Timber Street to the Albany Comprehensive Plan that would revise the text of Chapter 5 Transportation
and that would adopt the Albany Transportation Plan dated 2009 as a supporting document to the
Comprehensive Plan the changes summarized addendum sheet dated November 1 2009 incorporated
into the TSP Tomlin seconded it

Styler asked if he wanted include a light at Oak Street if he needed to ask for it as an amendment to it or if
it could be a recommendation Faller explained that once the Lowes project or whoever develops the
property gets into their final design phases it will be looked at anyway

The motion passed unanimously

ACTIVITY UPDATE

Faller announced that Planning Manager Don Donovan was retiring Byrne expounded that although
Donovan was retiring that Donovan had agreed to be a contract employee He commented that Donovan
had served the City for 17 years Rouse stated that she has worked with Donovan for 17 years and that he
is an excellent employee

Donovan said there was a couple of applications that would be coming to either the PC or the Hearings
Board One of the applications is a restaurant on Belmont Tim Ciddici is applying through ODOT for an
access Another is from Roger Nyquist for a miniature golf course The Samaritan hospital is doing a
small addition that requires a public hearing The Rupp family owns property on 16 Street and Davidson
and they are asking to rezone their property to build some attached single family units

NEXT MEETING DATE

The next meeting of the Planning Commission is November 30 2009

ADJOURNMENT

Hearing no further business Chair Faller adjourned the meeting at 654 pm

Submitted by Reviewed by
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Sheena Dickerman Don Donovan

Administrative Assistant I Planning Manager
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